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 Editor’s Blurb

This bulletin comes a little late on account of the 
fact that your trusty editor has been job hunt-

ing. After two and a half years of trying to make 
an absolute mint in St Ives & Penzance but ending 
up deep in the red, Annie and I are now looking 
for work in Turkey, probably starting in Septem-
ber this year. The idea is to work for two or three 
years, save a few grand, buy a 35 foot sailing 
boat, and free ourselves up to commute by sea 
between Cornwall and Turkey, spending part of 
the year in each place. I thought the club should 
be warned about this because in a few months 
someone will be needed to take over the Bulletin 
- at least until 2009 or 2010. I should be able to 
keep the web site going for a while wherever I 
am, provided I’m sent material. I spend most of 
my non flying days lost in cyberspace in any case. 
But the Bulletin will definitely need a new editor 
for the end of the summer. So as a club we’ll have 
to start planning for this.  

The month of April has been a watershed for free 
fliers, seeing loads of flying action in good Spring 
conditions, with a few decent cross-country flights 
and a lot of coastal flying. 

Phippsy has been making the most of the condi-
tions, getting loads of school instruction in, as well 
as winning the first leg of the British Hang Gliding 
Open, held in South East Wales! A good month for 
him. Read his report in this issue.

Tim Jones gives us his account of a 38.3k cross 
country from St Agnes to the Lizard, and Mark AS 
recounts his experiences in Olu Deniz with Annie 
Anderson and Mike Abbott and his family.

Mark AS
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What’s Been Happening?
April Club Flying - Highlights

Local Cross Country Flying

John Trewartha went XC twice from Carn Brea this 
month - to Longdowns and Stithians. On one of 
these days (April 3rd) Dave Stevens also caught 
a boomer to cloud-base far out in front of the hill, 
but couldn’t go over the back because his dog was 
waiting for him patiently on the hill. John is still 
waiting to get in the convergence that will take 
him to infinity and beyond from his new hill that 
requires a hand tow. We’ll need some teamwork 
for this. Early in the month Tim Jones did an 
impressive XC from St Agnes to the Lizard. His 
report of this flight is on page 3.

Easter Weekend in Wales - 14th - 16th

Dave, Mark B. Mark AS, John, Annie, Manuel, 
Alan, Michel and Terry (from Bodmin) all got some 
Easter weekend action in SE Wales. John’s mate 
Wayne helped with retrieves which was a bonus. 
Kernow pilots flew every day - at Merthyr, Pandy, 
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the Blorenge, Fochriw, and even Rhossili Bay. The 
best day was at Merthyr on the Friday. In the 
afternoon conditions became epic and several 
Kernow pilots circled up to 4000-6000 ft AGL in 
booming thermals all over the sky. Mark AS did a 
mini 6-7 km XC, drifting with a cloud over the back, 
landing next to a golf course behind Fochriw. The 
others decided not to go XC (there wasn’t far to 
go) and instead played with the awesome height 
above and in front of the hill. It was Terry’s first 
inland flight to this altitude and he said it was the 
best flight of his life. Sunday’s flying at Fochriw 
was also good. For some reason the BCC comp 
was cancelled on all days, and communication 
between teams was pretty poor.  Photos from the 
day can be found at www.khpa.co.uk.

Godrevy Thermic Flying

On the weekend of the 22nd-23rd paragliders 
enjoyed a booming day at Godrevy getting 
hundreds of feet and flying out in front of the hill 
over the carpark in thermic conditions. 

Sennen, Perranporth and Hayle

There have been several good flying days at 
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Sennen - a site well worth flying at, despite its 
distance from many of you. There’s a couple of 
great pubs - the Old Success or the Beach Cafe  
- to have a pint and a chat to finish off the day 
too. It takes any direction between North and 
West and at the beginning of the month pilots 
were consistently getting 500ft above take-off in 
sea thermals. Martin Jones seems to have been 
the only hang glider pilot to have flown at the 
site in past months. It used to be popular in the 
past. Check it out on the next NW’ly: it’s fantastic! 
(Check out the photos from the 8th April on the 
club website).

Perranporth has seen a lot of enjoyable flying 
this month for both hangers and floppies, with lift 
exceeding 500 ft above the hill on some days, and 
with some reports of close to 1000 ft height gains. 
Hayle has also been good, particularly on Saturday 
29th, when there was quite a gathering. 

Phippsy: Not a Bad Month!

A look at the ‘What’s On’ page on Phippsy’s 
website (www.flychaps.f9.co.uk) tells us that 
CHAPS had a cracking month, instructing on the 
3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 
22nd, 24th and 26th (!) - mostly at the tow field 
or at Perranporth. The winch is obviously getting 
a lot of use out of it. Graham also won the first leg 
of the British Open, successfuly defending his title 
from last year (his report later). Well done mate!

Olu Deniz Holidays

Mike Abbott, Mark Ashton Smith & Annie Anderson 
were all in Olu Deniz this month, meeting up for 
two days of the two weeks Mike and his family 
were out there. Mike flew from the top of Baba 
Dag two times. His son Finley also flew down 
tandem  - and he loved it. Mike, Mark and Annie 
all had a good flight together from the 300m take-
off, soaring the cliff behind the police station. 
Unfortunately the weather conditions prevented 
Mark and Annie taking off from the summit. 

Mark Butler at Fochriw - Photo: Alan Knight

Alan Knight at Merthyr - Photo: Mark AS

The Roundhouse / Capstan Gallery, Sennen Cove



reports on their adventure later in this issue.

Incidents

This month, Alan Phipps dislocated his shoulder at 
the back of Perran after going too deep on landing 
approach. Also Mike Clifford, recently back from 
South America had a serious crash at Perran on 
Saturday 29th, spinning his glider into the hill and  
compressing two vertebra. He was air-lifted to a 
hospital, but seems to be OK now. A BBC film crew 
happened to be there and recorded the whole 
incident. It will probably be aired on national TV 
in a future episode of ‘Sea Side Rescue’. Glen was 
interviewed for the programme.

The Lizard at Last! Tim Jones

As my feet touched down for a perfect landing 
on the edge of the Lizard Village, I did not 

know whether to jump up and down with elation 
or throw my helmet down in disappointment and 
disgust.

The day had started in much the same way as 
many others, hurtling up the A30, with Roger and 
me discussing the look of the sky, the possibilities 
of getting away from St Agnes, the best way 
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of dealing with the slump in lift just behind the 
Beacon, and how it was about blooming time we 
managed to do the Lizard run. We agreed that, if 
at all possible, today should be the day.

As we arrived, there were several gliders in the 
air getting some good height in the fresh breeze 
and regular thermals. We set about rigging with 
great urgency, stopping only for the briefest of 
20-minute chats. By the time we were ready the 
wind had freshened even more, and Charlie was 
beginning to shake his head and mutter about 
gusting, so I clipped in and leapt off without delay, 
and Roger followed a few minutes later.

As usual, I set about doing my best to stay bottom 
of the stack, and Roger seemed to get higher each 
time I looked at him at the other end of the ridge. 
We didn’t have any trouble moving about the sky, 
but as soon as we tried to 360, the strongish wind 
was evident in how quickly we drifted back, and 
you didn’t want to do more than three, before it 
was decision time.

After about half an hour of yo-yoing between 300 ft 
and 700ft above take off, I suddenly found myself 
higher than Roger and going up in the first really 
solid lift. I circled back, watching Roger scoot in 
underneath me. I thought, “I can’t go without 
him, he’ll be mad as hell,” so I pulled forward, 
willing him to get the bottom of what I was in. But 
as I climbed through 1200ft ATO I thought of the 
reception I would get from everyone else if I had 
been in this position and pulled forward and never 
got up again, so I nodded an apology to my buddy 
and concentrated on going up.

I crossed over the Beacon at about 1700ft above 
sea level, expecting the usual drop off in lift, and 
hoping that I would be able to make the transition 
inland with enough height to keep going. The 
vario slowed, but watching the averager stay 
no more than 50fpm down, I knew I was still in 
slightly rising air, so I kept circling as efficiently 
as I could, and was still 1600ft ASL as I passed 
directly over Mount Hawke. I was under a biggish 
cloud, and gradually the averager showed I was 
climbing, and as I passed over Scorrier I noticed, 
almost with surprise, that the view was getting 
hazy and I was in the wisps of cloud base at about 
2300ft ASL.

Soon after, I realised there was quite a 
northwesterly drift, and I was heading for 
Falmouth, which is where I didn’t want to end up. 
As my lift deteriorated I thought I ought to try to 
skip cross wind a bit. Thankfully there were odd 
bits of lift for me to blunder in to, and I managed 
to stay between 1500ft and 1900ft ASL, until I 
got under another bit of dark cloud, and hit cloud 
base, this time at about 2600ft ASL, as I crossed 
the Helford River, over Helford Passage.

By now I was further than I’d ever got from St 

Finley at take off on Baba Dag

Mike at 4950 ft over Olu Deniz!



Agnes. I was at cloud base, and I was pretty 
happy. I was thinking I’ve got this in the bag, the 
Lizard is mine, and I was already composing the 
abusive phone call to Phippsy before asking for a 
retrieve. Then it dawned on me I was no longer 
at cloud base, I was drifting over the wastes of 
Goonhilly Downs and I was heading at the sea 
somewhere East of Ruan Minor. Bugger.

I realised I ought to start concentrating again, 
searching for likely ground sources to the west 
of my track. As I dropped below 1000ft ASL, 
somewhere around Kuggar, the vario beeped in a 
slightly more encouraging way. I turned a couple 
of times, and suddenly found myself going up 
again in a fairly definite sort of way. “Whoohoo,” 
I thought, “My superior skill wins through again.” 
I climbed up through 1700ft ASL, but was drifting 
towards the coast at Poltesco.

“Never mind,” I thought, “I’ll stay with this ‘til it 
crosses the coast, then go for it. It’s a straight 
glide to the lighthouse from here.”

Which all explains my disappointment at landing. 
Because, of course, it was the NORTH side of the 
village that I landed. If I’d thought for more than 
a couple of seconds I’d have realised that it wasn’t 
a straight glide from Poltesco, there was a fair bit 
of cross wind in it, and no matter what I did with 
the control bar, I didn’t have the height or the 
confidence to try to glide over the village. I picked 
a good landing field, turned in to wind, and gave 
thanks that I had left a fair few armfuls of VB on, 
as the wind was really quite strong by then, and I 
descended almost vertically in to the little stream 
that always runs exactly through the middle of 
these vast landing fields.

So: I got so close, but my goal was still so far. I’ll 
have to make do with telling everyone that I flew 
to the Lizard, but knowing that there is still a little 
more to achieve in that general direction. And 
next time maybe I won’t celebrate getting there 
until I pass the lighthouse at cloud base.

Thanks to Roger for coming to fetch me, and 
not showing any signs of crossness at being left 
behind.

The British Open HG Series
1st Leg in SE Wales - Phippsy
 
Friday 28th April saw the start of the British Open 
Hang Gliding Series in SE Wales. With a good 
field present on the Blorenge a 58k race to goal 
at Junction 18 on the M4 was set but the tricky 
conditions proved too much with no one making 
it. However flying a Wills Wing T2 144 I won the 
day with 40.5k taking me just across the river 
Severn back into England with another T2  taking 
second place with 32.8k. Patrick B 19.6 k Steve H 

10.8k and Geoff Brook 5.4k placing them 18th,35th 
and 42nd respectively out of over 50 pilots. 

Saturday 29th and under a better sky a race 
was set to goal at Hinton for a distance of 57.4k. 
Holding back to try and get a good start cost 
me and by the time I left the Blorenge the lead 
pilots were gliding to goal. Still a pleasant flight 
ensued and whilst making it was the priority I still 
managed a reasonable time to place 9th for the 
day and dropping to 6th overall. Patrick B also 
made goal in a very respectable time placing him 
14th for the day whilst Steve H and Geoff Brook 
were both down at around the 10k mark placing 
42nd and 44th respectively. Bruce K now led the 
field on his T2. 

Sunday saw us at Merthyr where despite an 
unpromising sky a 50k race to anywhere was set. 
The day improved when wave lift set in on the ridge 
and some stunning flying was had cruising up and 
down the wave bar taking us to 5’500 feet asl in 
silky smooth lift. However making distance was not 
to prove so easy with no obvious routes. Leaving 
late again I managed to slip away from the wave 
and glide into an area where glimpses of sun were 
to be found. Having cleared the valleys into the 
flatlands with another pilot it was a case of using 
all available lift to work towards the 50k mark. 
Setting off  on final glide my calculations reckoned 
it should just be obtainable but unfortunately I did 
not allow for the line of hills in my path at 49k!! 
Landing in amongst them at 48.4k was enough to 
win the task and the competition overall so giving 
a good start to the defence of my title from last 
year. Geoff brook flew a blinder making 25.6k 
and beating some of the big names to place 5th 
whilst Steve H and Patrick B both got reasonable 
distances of 16.5k  14.9 placing  8th and 15th. 
Overall team Kernow ended up 5th  with myself 
placing 1st Patrick 12th, Steve and Geoff joint 38th.  

An excellent few days flying and a good social 
event too. We are looking for a driver for the 
next leg in Yorkshire over the next bank Holiday 
to drive the retrieve bus so if you fancy getting 
involved let me know.

Flying over the Severn Bridge into England
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Kernow XC 2006 League 
Having flown not quite as far as Phippsy to the 
Lizard, I had to enter an out and return from Hayle 
estuary to St Ives to give myself first place. Don’t 
forget you can also enter such flights to boost 
yours and your team’s score. (So long as you 
remember you can only enter a ridge run once, 
no matter how many times you do it). Keep flying 
and keep entering your scores. - Tim Jones

Remember that you can register an XC for the 
league by simply flying a minimum of 3km (1.86 
miles). You can fly coastal ridges to get this 
distance, so there are lots of possibilities. You 
don’t have to fly from Carn Brea to get points. 
Here are some tasks you could set yourself:

1. Triangle from Sennen Hill to the coastal 
watch tower (beyond the town by the crags) to 
Gwenvor beach and back. (Total: 3 - 3.5 km). 

2. From Carbis Bay to St Ives and back (Total 
4.5 km). Or a triangle from Carbis Bay to the 
far end of the dunes, to Carbis beach (over 
the headland) and back (3.5 - 4 km).

3. From Hayle Black Cliffs along the full length 
of the dunes (over ‘the gap’) to the cliffs in 
front of the carpark at the other end and back 
(6 km).

4. A triangle from Perran Sands to the S cliffs 
to the far end of the dunes where the  N’ly 
headland starts and back (6.5 km).

                           The Kernow cross-country league teams

Rhinos Bulls Lions Weasels Bears

Patrick Buxton
John Woolams
Mark Woodhams
Ian Calligan
Mike Clelford
Tim Jones
Vicki Ferguson
Tom Dodge
Martin Heywood
Martin Jones
Clive Ongley
Stephen Rose
Christianne 
Squibbs
Chris Whittaker

Pete Coad
Mark Ashton Smith
Paul Dunstan
Brian Reynolds
Phil Whitelaw
Martin Fox
Jeff Wood 
Richard Whitmarsh
Alec Birch
Alan Fowler
Barry Hobbins
Michel Kerhoas
Stephen Phillips
Martin Scott
Roger Treneer
Annie Anderson

Steve Hawken
Roger Full
Jon Trewartha 
Mike Abbott
Phil Austin
Dave Stevens
Nigel Eagle
Charlie Zahra
Gavin Cooper
Glen Fowler
Rob Hodgeson
Alan Knight
Neville Pitman
Patrick Seyler

Mark Butler
Graham Phipps
Alan Phipps
Alan Ashford
Tim Holmes 
Kev Barter
Mike Connatty
Graham May
Mark Coxon
David Geraghty
Manuel Lira
Barry Puckey
Chris Smith
Ron Vercesi

Barry Green
Roger Green
Paul Howse 
Alan James
Paul Curtis
James Bull
Gay Jones
Mike Richards
Peter Crockford
Eddy Green
Dave Nancarrow
Graham Rainey
Richard Stockman
Mark Ward

Position Name Team Flight 1 Flight 2 Flight 3 Flight 4 Defined Total

1 Tim Jones Rhinos 23.78 4.25 28.03

2 Graham Phipps Weasels 24.9 24.9

3 Pete Coad Bulls 11.09 11.09

4 John Trewartha Lions 9.00 9.00

Date Name Type of flight Total (km) Total (m)

03-April-06 John 
Trewartha 9.00 5.60

05-April-06 Tim Jones O/R 6.84 4.25

09-April-06 Tim Jones 38.3 23.78
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Along the Olu Deniz ‘boulevard’ one cafe has 
seating on the beach side of the walk-way. 

You can hop from your table straight onto the 
sand. This is where Annie, Mike (Abbott), Kim 
(Mike’s wife), Finley (their son) and I had decided 
to order pancakes. ‘Olu Deniz’ means ‘dead sea’ 
and it was living up to its name at this time in late 
April. The resort needed the breath of life. Many of 
the cafés hadn’t yet opened. Workmen were still 
busy with saws and hammers in the ‘Hippy Shake’ 
café, which is where we’d arranged to meet Mike 
and his family at 8pm the evening before. I saw a 
van turn up and 3 six-foot model sharks were off-
loaded into another café that was also preparing 
for the summer season. 

A small crowd had gathered next to the Skywalk 
wind flag 100 yards from us. A pilot with 
dreadlocks and tattoos was hovering above them 
on a small U turn G-Force acro wing: he must 
have descended from somewhere but we hadn’t 
seen any paragliders in the sky all morning. He 
touched down on the canvass mat with a perfect 
spot landing in the midst of the group and with a 
big grin on his face that was infectious he started 
to show off ground handling tricks, like mad Mike 
Kung himself, while people laughed, clapped their 
hands and took photos. He had micro precision. 
I even saw him hop onto a young woman’s 
shoulders for a split second while she shrieked 
and rolled her eyes with the thrill of it. I couldn’t 
stop myself getting up to take a closer look. 

The tasty Turkish pancakes arrived and we had 
our lunch, with Finley bolting off to play football 
with some friendly Turks and coming back to show 
off the graze on his knee after one of them fell on 
top of him. Finley demonstrated to us that if you 
take a photo of an injury like this and zoom in on 
it on the digital camera it looks totally disgusting. 

When we looked back towards the gathering by 
the Skywalk flag, a guy with a woolly green and 
yellow Rastafarian hat pushing a pram caught our 
attention. I suggested to the others that he most 
likely lived in nearby Butterfly Valley where there 
was a hippy commune. “But hold on”, said Annie, 
“That’s the same guy we just saw doing all the 
ground handling tricks isn’t it?” We all looked hard 
and agreed it was. Just a minute before at that 
very spot he’d been throwing himself about on an 
acro wing in front of the crowd and now he was 
pushing a pram on the sidelines. “His ego is not as 
big as we thought it was!” Annie said.

We got a little flight that afternoon – from the 
300m take-off. No one was going up to the top of 
Baba Dag (silent ‘g’ in ‘Dag’) – there was too much 
cloud. We glided to the cliff behind the Jandarmeri 
(police station) and soared this in the on-shore 
wind. Another English pilot who had been staying 
in Olu Deniz for six months was flying with us. I’d 
met him two years earlier flying at Carbis Bay: he 
had a collapse doing a radical wing over and got 
in a sea thermal with John and Andy Larder. He 
was a genuine paragliding bum and was staying 
under the shadow of Baba Dag for another three 
months!

We spent another comfortable night in the luxury 
villa in Ovacek that Mike and Kim had rented for 
a couple of weeks - the very same one advertised 
in last month’s Skywings. The next morning, after 
relaxing by the pool for a couple of hours, we 
said goodbye to Mike and his family as they were 
flying back that afternoon, and drove our rented 
car back towards Baba Dag, hoping the conditions 
were good enough for a flight from the summit. 

Back on the beach front we met three strapping 
Austrian pilots with shades who told me a truck was 
going up in half an hour if they could find another 
couple of pilots. Look no further we said. Then a 

The ‘Terrorist of the Sky’ 
and other characters in 
Olu Deniz 
Mark Ashton Smith

Finley, Annie and Mike. Babadag in the distance.

Mike and Murat at the 300m take-off
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Turkish guy, about 35 years old, with dreadlocks 
and smiling eyes came up to us and said, “I’ve 
heard that paragliding is dangerous. Is this right? 
I’m thinking of having a flight, but I’m worried 
that it’s too dangerous.” It was the acro-pilot from 
yesterday, and I wasn’t sure what he was getting 
at  – but then he chuckled and I realised it was 
just his sense of humour. I found out that he often 
says to tandem passengers before they take off 
from the top: “I’ve never taken anyone tandem 
before. It’s a new experience for me. It looks like 
a long way up!” His name was ‘Mahoney’, and he 
was known locally as ‘the terrorist of the sky’. He 
was coming too.

Annie and I hurridly got our gliders from our car, 
along with warm clothes for the drive up, and met 
the others back at the famous Cloud 9 café. There 
was a buzz of excitement in the air in anticipation. 
A teenage acro pilot, Merjan (meaning ‘Coral’ in 
Turkish), was also coming with us. We’d seen her 
doing spirals and SATs just over the roof tops the 
day before. Mike and I had wondered why she 
was getting tip collapses, and now I knew. She 
was only 17 and very petite and her wing was a 
bit big for her. She was as bold as anything and it 
was really impressive how she chucked her wing 
about. Young girls can do it too! Sometimes she 
wears a t-shirt that says ‘my mum flies too’. 

We were all chatting in the back of the truck on 
the drive up the steep mountain road:

Mahoney: “I can do anything – SATS, McTwists, 
asymmetric spirals, dynamic stalls, helicopters, 
loops, infinity tumbles… 

I’ll take you up later on a tandem and teach you 
anything you want. I’ll do the manoeuvre first 
then give you the controls once you’ve seen how 
to do it. 

…I once took a guy up who was a pilot for an F16 
fighter jet. [These go at 1,500 mph] We did a lot 
of acro. Then I tried a loop, going out of a spiral. 
It’s possible to do this, but the energy in the wing 

died out while we were both at the very top of the 
loop looking down at the wing. I tugged on a break 
to rotate the wing as we fell into the end of it, 
breaking three lines. Luckily we weren’t wrapped 
up, and I could throw the reserve. We landed in 
the sea and the guy’s eyes were popping out of 
his head. ‘That was terrifying!’ he said. ‘It was 
terrifying for me too!’ I told him. My philosophy is 
‘at the critical moment, don’t think about it – just 
go for it. All life is risk.’”

Me: “How about you Merjan? Have you ever 
thrown your reserve?”

Merjan: “Yes. One time I was flying down with 
a friend, first walking on top of his wing, then 
dropping height to let him walk on top of my wing, 
and then doing it again and again. The first flight 
down was fine. The second time we did it though, 
when my friend was walking over my wing, a metal 
hook (for the laces) on his boot got caught on my 
brake line. My canopy twisted up like a candle and 
I was hanging from his boot while his wing carried 
on flying. We were a few thousand feet up over 
the sea, shouting at each trying to figure out what 
to do. In the end I decided to throw my parachute. 
It opened OK, but the descent was bad because 
it inflated and collided with my friend’s paraglider, 
and both canopies were trying to fly. It was during 
the winter. The water was cold and there were no 
rescue boats, so we were out there for an hour or 
so.” 

Me [to Mahoney]: “Do you know Rual Rodrigez? 
He invented the infinity tumble didn’t he?”

Mahoney: “We are the best of friends. Whenever 
he comes to Olu Deniz he stays at my house. 
Here, look at my tattoo.”

He pulled off his shirt and showed us a tattoo 
covering his entire back of a tandem paraglider, 
the passenger knocking back a can of beer, with 
the letters ‘SAT’ for ‘Safety Acro Team’ at the 
bottom. This was the Rodrigez brothers’ team.

Merjan and Mahoney

Mahoney’s ‘SAT’ tattoo
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We were the only the second truck up to the very 
top of Baba Dag which still had snow on either 
side of the road which had only been cleared a 
couple of days before. When we got to the top, 
we got out and took in the spectacular view, with 
snow capped 3000m mountains in the distance 
and hundreds of miles of coastline. We were 
in another world. But it was too windy to fly, 
blowing at 40 kph! We sat around for a while to 
see if conditions would change. Mahoney’s stories 
continued. 

Mahoney: “I was a freedom fighter in the East of 
Turkey – at 14 years old. I have trained in Iraq 
and in other countries with people they are now 
calling terrorists. Here they call me ‘terrorist of 
the sky’!” 

Big grin.
 
Me: “So you are Kurdish?”

Mahoney: “Yes, I’m Kurdish. Both my brothers and 
I were freedom fighters. Here, feel my head.”

I could feel a big dent, the size of a bullet, under 
the dreadlocks.

“I was shot in the head and nearly died. I have 
9 lives like a cat. That was one of my lives, and 
I have used up five in total. I was thrown in jail 
for six months, left for dead. Both of my brothers 
were killed. My older brother was a mafia hit man 
and killed over 30 people. It is mainly because 
of his reputation that I’m given a hard time by 
the police. Last year two policemen came to 
Olu Deniz to check up on me while I was up on 
the mountain. I flew down and confronted them 
openly. “I am Mahoney” I said. “Do you mind if we 
talk quietly at a café?” they asked. They told me 
that they had been assigned to keep tags on me, 
taking over from the previous team. Whenever I 
go to another country, it takes me three hours to 
get through all the questioning and paperwork at 
customs.”

The Austrians were finding it hard to take it 
all in, and it was time to change the subject, 
intriguing though I found it. It was obvious 
too that his terrorist days were far behind 
him. He must have some painful memories.

Mahoney: “Do you know any pilots from Cumbria? 
I live in Cumbria for half the year with my English 
girl friend and half the year in Olu Deniz. I was 
going to split with her - I don’t like having to 
report where I’m going and what I’m doing 
next. But then she told me she was pregnant. 
When we had the baby my feelings completely 
changed. I love being a dad. The baby was 10 
weeks premature and weighed 2 pounds. I was 
two hours late for the birth. When she went into 
labour I told her on the phone to squeeze her legs 
together to stop it coming out so I could get there 
on time. But it wouldn’t have made any difference 
because the baby came out of her belly - she had 
a caesarean!”

Me: “You should come to Cornwall for a visit when 
you’re in England next winter. You’d enjoy the 
flying there and would get on well with some of 
the guys in our club. You’d like the way they fly.”

Mahoney: “I’d be happy to do that. I would be 
coming to England for part of this summer too if I 
could kill my father in law.”

Later in the day we all drove up the mountain a 
second time, believing the wind had dropped off, 
this time with another Turkish tandem pilot and 
two quiet Canadian-Chinese customers. But when 
we got to the top we found out it was blown out 
yet again! Altogether Annie and I lost £40 for 
the two trips and forestry fees! “Why don’t you 
set up a weather station at the top?!” one of the 
Austrians asked. None of the Turks seemed to 
have a clue about the weather. In the summer 
season there’s a web cam up there and you can 
see what the windsock is doing we were told. They 
really need a Wendy Windblows up there, with a 
TV readout down in the Cloud 9 café. 

On the second trip up, after Merjan and Mahoney 
stopped fighting and ripping each others hair out, 
rolling around and nearly falling out of the truck 
right in front of the shocked Chinese couple, we 
all sang songs. Mahoney sang Merjan a song that 
seemed to melt her heart and for the rest of the 
trip up she was trying to whisper in his ear, pinch 
him, and kiss his cheek. I asked Mahoney to sing 
a Kurdish freedom song, which he did. It sounded 
deep and powerful. He started to translate it for 
me. “Our name lies in the ground. Soon it wil be in 
the stars...” He broke off after talking about “rivers 
of blood”. “I can’t go on” he said, with his eyes 
going watery. “I feel like my head is electricity”. 
Merjan then wanted everyone else to sing a song 
from his or her country. Annie and I gulped. The 
Austrians weren’t shy. They all started singing a Annie and the ‘Terrorist of the Sky’
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Calendar

BCC (PG) Round - 6th-7th May

A PG round has been proposed for the SE Wales 
on the 6th - 7th May, weather permitting. See the 
BCC site (www.flybcc.co.uk) for confirmations. 
Check out the Metcheck weather site (7 day 
forecast) for Abergavenny - with the postcode 
NP7 (www.metcheck.com). Talk to John Trewartha 
if you want to come along. Transport may be 
available. There will propably be two or three 
rounds held here in Cornwall over the next couple 
of months, so try to come along to these if you 
can.

Kernow Club Coach Scheme

It was decided by vote during the April meeting 
that the KHPA club coach strategy would now be in 
operation. What this amounts to in practice is that 
we should be seeing more coaches on the hills, 
taking an active role in advising visiting pilots and 
helping less experienced pilots learn new skills. 
The scheme also encourages all pilots in the 
club to take the club coach course, regardless of 
whether they want to become a club coach, and 
it has been agreed that the club should fund and 
host a club coach course in the near future.

chorus together that sounded beefy and patriotic. 
They could have gone on and on but after a while 
everyone had had enough. Then the Canadian-
Chinese guy sang a dreadful Canadian song (you 
know the kind of thing), not embarrassed in the 
slightest. Then all eyes turned on me and there 
was complete silence for the first time on the 
whole trip. I turned over various options but I 
knew exactly what was needed. “Friggin’ in the 
riggin’! friggin’ in the riggin’! friggin’ in the riggin’! 
‘cos there’s f*** all else to do!” I boomed out like 
a sailor singing a sea shanty. Everyone clapped 
loudly. Then it was Annie’s turn. She was ready to 
sing ‘Twinkle twinkle little star’ but decided not to 
in the end. Pity! 

And what would you have sung?

On the trip back down, we told jokes. It seems 
that for the Turks, jokes involving sex between 
apes and humans are common. For example, 
there was one about a sexually frustrated 
husband who shut his wife into some gorillas’ 
cage when they were on heat, and another about 
some Brits and Austrians who competed to have 
the most children with gorillas and a Turkish man 
who thought that ‘one male gorilla’ was enough 
for him. One of the Austrian jokes was about nuns 
going to heaven and Adam getting an erection. 
There was one clean paragliding joke, told by the 
Turkish tandem pilot: “There’s a woman who flies 
a paraglider and she wears a woolly hat, never a 
helmet. ‘Why don’t you wear a helmet?’ someone 
asks her? ‘I did a test,’ she says. ‘I dropped both 
the hat and the helmet onto the ground while I 
was flying and the helmet broke. So I wear the 
woolly hat for safety.” All his other contributions 
were filthy jokes about apes.

When we got back to the beach we all felt like we 
knew each other much better. I’m sure we’ll all 
meet up again soon. The ‘terrorist of the sky’ may 
be flying with the KHPA in Cornwall next winter!

Olu Denz from 500 ft: Photo: Mark AS

At the summit of Baba Dag: Ak Dag in the distance

The drive up the mountain track!
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MINUTES OF THE APRIL MEETING OF THE
KERNOW HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING ASSOCIATION

AT THE CLINTON SOCIAL CLUB ON 10th APRIL. 2006

Welcome. Chairman Dave welcomed the 15 members attending and opened the meeting at 20.15.

Apologies for absence were received on behalf of : Graham Phipps, Big Al, Al Knight, Mike Abbott, 
Mark B (all away) and John T (busy).

Minutes of the last meeting  were read agreed and signed.

Matters Arising.

Perran Sands Parking - Alan Phipps was not available to give details

Club Membership Pilot Ratings.  No action by Sec’

Aviation Safety meeting – Perranporth Airfield.  Graham and Al P went but were unavailable to 
report.

Club Coaches meeting - Report by Chairman Dave.  Paul H proposed, and Daisy seconded that the 
club should fund and host a club coach course.  Chairman Dave proposed and Mark AS seconded that 
the club coach strategy should be implemented as discussed and agreed at the meeting.

Regular Reports.

Hang Gliding Training.  P5 days last week.  One student, Al M, went from basic to hang gliding CP hill 
and CP tow in 5 days.   A sixteen years old potential pilot had a taster day.

Paragliding Training.  Mark B not available. 

Competitions.  Hang gliding:  South Devon Easter competition to include round 1 BCC.  Contact Daisy 
if interested. Paragliding:  Easter weekend in South Wales 14-16 April

Club Flying. Hang gliding:  Last week has been great.  Tim Jones got to the Lizard on Sunday from St 
Agnes. Sat saw loads of flying at High Cliff & Perran, pilots also got out for flying during the week.
Paragliding:  Carn Brea, Sennen & Gwenvor all saw lots of activity over the same week.

Incidents. Alan Phipps dislocated his shoulder at the back of Perran after going too deep on landing 
approach, all best wishes to Alan for a speedy recovery. 

Other Business.

The Treasurer still has 26 members with their subs outstanding.  This is the second minuted reminder.

Members’ Forum.

Steve Hawken pointed out that the first round of the British Open is in South Wales on the early May 
Bank Holiday.

That completed the business for the evening and the meeting closed at 21.24   
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A P P E N D E D  &  M O S T  U P - T O - D A T E  L I S T  A S  O F  A P R I L  2 0 0 6

K E R N O W  M E M B E R S  C O N T A C T  L I S T :
Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Abbott  Mike  01736 798598 07866 170 632        make@abbottandellwood.co.uk 
Anderson Annie  01736 351858 07980 810 689        annie@exploreclimbing.com
Ashford  Alan   01208 79050  07816 534 325 
Ashton-Smith  Mark   01736 351858 07980 634 965         mark@equilibriumcentre.com
Austin  Phil  01736 795915           panalba@btconnect.com
Barter  Kev     07900 046 574
Birch  Aleck  01726 890956
Bull  James
Butler   Mark   0700 5980362 07971 795 559        enquiries@cornwallparagliding.co.uk
Buxton  Patrick  01872 274667 07887 841 813         pb@ukbcc.co.uk
Calligan Ian  01840 261718  07941 623 650         i.callaghan@virgin.net
Clelford Mike  01736 710376           mikeclelford@aol.com
Coad   Pete   01209 716522  07977 841 117         peter.coad.camborne@ukgateway.net
Connatty Mike  01752 269378  07884 292 493        mconnatty@yahoo.co.uk
Cooper  Gavin   01209 219081 07971 459 894        GDC@hangies.fsnet.co.uk
Coxon  Mark       07801 370 725        markpcoxon@mail2world.com      
Crockford  Peter   01326 372107  07976 721 350         sales@sailtech.co.uk
Cruse  Jenny  01736 761838  07710 219 465        st.tropez@adventure-sports.co.uk
Curtis   Paul    07785 232 444
Dodge  Tom  01579 363144 07957 360 988        tomdodge@ukonline.co.uk
Dunstan  Paul   01209 217304  07979 328 169
Eagle   Nigel   01637 880546
Easthope  Geoff   01872 573308                     (Honorary Member)
Ferguson  Vicki   01326 315013  07977 793 518           vicki_ferguson@hotmail.com 
Fowler  Alan
Fowler  Glen   01326 374938
Fox  Martin  01726 852190 07989 593 172
Full   Roger   01736 796140  07768 661 498         roger@ind-art.co.uk
David   Geraghty 01326 372943  07969 137 753        david@geraghty2824.freeserve.co.uk
Green   Barry   01208 831647
Green  Eddy    07981 453 029        eddy_green@yahoo.com
Green   Roger   01726 69687  07967 662 948
Hancock  Andrew                         07773 331 481         andy@handy2.worldonline.co.uk
Hawken  Steve   01872 571582  07881 585 208         stephen@hawken.f9.co.uk
Heywood Martin  01406 362099   
Hobbins Barry  01326 318143           barry.flyer@virgin.net
Hodgeson Rob  01548 559083 07754 543 672        rob_hodgeson@btopenworld.com 
Hoer   Jeff   01404 850489
Holmes  Tim     07812 023 576
Howse  Paul  01326 574498  07749 890 061        paul@woodenpebbles.plus.com
James  Alan    07929 132 006
Jones   Gay   01326 574498 07812 710 883
Jones  Martin  01736 871246           capstangallery@btinternet.com
Jones   Tim   01209 832234           tjtjones@talk21.com
Kerhoas Michel  01326 372215 07767 887834         mich.kerhoas@fsmail.net 
Kippax  Richard        07733407673         richikippax@hotmail.com 
Koller  Graham 01452 502599 07814 133 536        graham.koller@btinternet.com
Knight  Alan  01209 831748
Knight  Jon   01736 753387  07768 254 274        jon@jon-knight.com
Lira  Manuel  01326 314719  07866 367 310
Marking Ron  01209 213254          (Honorary Member)
May  Graham 01209 843380           graham-may@tinyonline.co.uk
Mickleburgh Raymond 01872 863006 07773 027 263        rammellingey@tiscali.co.uk
Nancarrow  Dave   01872 573835           davidnancarrow@hotmail.com
Ongley  Clive    07901 851 855         cliveongley@bconnect.com
Phillips  Stephen    07753 744 440         sjp@dv20.fsnet.co.uk
Phipps  Alan   01872 273839  07980 275 918         alan@aphid.f9.co.uk
Phipps  Graham  01209 842877  07785 593 559         graham@flychaps.force9.co.uk
Pittman Neville  01736 330412 07919 034 652        nevpittman@yahoo.co.uk
Presland Mark  01736 755156 07977 207 991        lslywl@aol.com



Surname  Name  Phone  Mobile        e-mail

Puckey  Barry   01503 265934 
Rainey  Graham
Reynolds  Brian   01209 210174  07773 080 906         brianreynolds3@btinternet.com
Richards Mike
Rose  Stephen 01208 814989  07968 585 281        lynda.rose@btinternet.com 
Scott               Martin              01872 572456            
Seyler   Patrick    07775 697 241         paddy@mntv.com
Smith   Chris   01752 851696  07855 512 309
Stevens  Dave     07855 688 203              soapy@sprite-motorcycles.
                freeserve.co.uk          
Stockman Richard 01392 215411  07887 526 488        richnsara@blueyonder.co.uk
Squibbs Christiane             chrissquibbs@aol.com 
Sweeney  Karl   01752 851818  07899 075 033        karl@sweeney01.fsnet.co.uk
Treneer  Roger   01736 368407  078130984483
Trewartha  Jon   01736 757771 07780 997650               flyingwiz.flyingwiz@virgin.net
Vercesi  Ron   01736 361555  07782 132 691         ron.vercesi@btconnect.com
Ward  Mark  01749 672654  07714 692 841         m.awkward@btinternet.com
Whitelaw  Phil   01326 564369  07879 416 308         PhilWhitelaw@hotmail.com
Whitmarsh  Richard  01872 520647           whitters777@hotmail.com
Whittaker Chris  01209 860401  07977 250 225        chriswhittaker@hotmail.com
Williams Thomas 01503 240556 07790 530378         selling_air@hotmail.com
Wood  Jeffery  01736 793298  07748 813 58
Wood  Mike  01752 204987 07881 595 668        mikewood69@blueyonder.co.uk
Woodhams  Mark   01326 378555           both@marksteff.f9.co.uk
Woollams  John   01637 879281           sylvenzz@hotmail.com
Zahara  Charlie  01872 222945  07795 273374         carmzahra@aol.com

*If your details have changed, or you wish you include your details to fill in the gaps! 
Please contact: Paul Howse 01326 574498 / 07749 890 061

I M P O R T A N T  N U M B E R S :
Perranporth Airfield 01872 552266 
Highcliffe (Mr Crocker) 01840 230418 
RNAS Culdrose 01326 574121 
Lands End Aerodrome Control Tower 01736 788944
Penzance Heliport 01736 364296 
Military Freephone for midweek flying 0800 51 55 44 
Red Arrows, Royal Flights and TRA’s  0500 35 48 02
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